Touch Your Ear and Relieve Pain

Did you know that when you massage or apply stimulation to a specific point on the outer ear (the auricle) ... you can dramatically reduce or eliminate pain in a corresponding body part ... and even reverse a disease or get rid of an addiction?

The discovery of the ear points and their therapeutic applications happened when Dr. Paul Nogier noticed that some of his patients who stimulated a specific area of their outer ear were able to successfully relieve low back pain.

Dr. Nogier then conducted a similar procedure on his own sciatica patients and discovered that his patients were likewise relieved of their back pain. After several experiments, he observed that the ear represents the human anatomy in an upside down orientation. He consequently identified the correlation of specific parts of the body to specific parts of the ear. Soon thereafter, he prepared the very first map of the ear, and consequently introduced to the world a successful clinical blueprint that provides effective treatment of various health conditions.

The healing science that emerged is called Auriculotherapy. It is a branch of alternative medicine that has its roots in Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM). It is a state-of-the-art therapy that can be administered in a clinic or at home, and has been used successfully for smoking cessation... allergies... weight reduction... pain relief (including back pain, headaches, neck pain, sciatica pain, radiating pain to arms or legs)... sensual stimulation and suppression... regulation of high blood pressure... insomnia... immune response against infection... depression... recovery from paralysis... sleep apnea... nausea... sinusitis... bronchitis... hypertension... cold and flu symptoms... gastrointestinal disorders... and the correction of imbalances in the body.

Get the full story on how auriculotherapy helps with the treatment of over 350 diseases; why it is a clinical science recognized by the World Health Organization and approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA); and how you can easily practice it in the comfort of our own home to heal a diverse array of health conditions. Go to:

http://www.healthywealthynwise.com/auriculotherapy
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